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'I' get hit up with a lot of suggestions about how to improve
the paper. I remember when I ran
for editor people offered a lotof
unsolicited advice.
"You should add this section
to the paper and drop that other'
one."
"Fire so-and-so. I don't like
their section."
Journalism parallels politics
and show business. These seem
to be the three subjects that no
one can agree on. How many
times havefriends told us they
absolutely hated a movie and that
we should do everything to avoid
seeing it? After seeing the movie
out of curiosity, we found out we
liked it.
The subject of politics is
worse, much worse. A candidate
is loved and held up as the only
logical choice in one camp and
despised in another. People can't
agree on candidates.
The same phenomena applies
to The Arbiter. Some cornplimenls have drifted my way. I've
also heard some criticisms. A lot
of the critical points are valid.

proud of the job the staff is doing.
musicians means waiting, someIt takes a fair amount of persistimes late at night, for an inter-:
tence and endurance to put out a view. Busy, crowded stages and
, weekly paper.
noisy, bars are often the locations
Our reporters and photografor their interviews. Our Fuel seephers engage' in footwork to get
tion has an article
on Ah,
' stories and photographs. One of, Wilderness! Performed by the
our photographers, Joe Relk, han- ' theater arts department, the play
dIes our sports photography. Relk
is about family life. Matthew
waits patiently on sidelines for
Haynes, one of our entertainment
just the right photo, just the right
writers, interviewed
Charles
angle, just the right amount of
Lauterbach, the director. Find out
light.
what Lauterbach has to say about
The football photographs on
the play.
the back of the issue were taken
These reporters get rewarded
by Relk. He also wrote the feafor the monotonous waiting and
ture story on former Governor
standing around. Reporting gives
Cecil Andrus. Find out what
them the opportunity to meet peoAndrus has to say about financial
pie they otherwise wouldn't get
aid, the future of Boise State
the chance to meet. Reporters are
University, Anne Fox, the Micron
also privy to information before
exodus and educational funding
the public is. They're
info
in Idaho.
junkies. Being in the middle of
Reporters
also
exercise
everything and watching events
patience. Reporting means phone
unfold is exciting for them;
work in addition to footwork.
We're looking for more peoNothing works' with a silent
pie who like to get in the middle
source like patience. When a of things. The Arbiter is looking
source sees our reporter is serious
for people interested in writing
and isn't going to give up, they
who wnat to cover the ASBSU
usually open up and share some
government and outdoor activiinformation.
ties. If you are into skiiing, hikOur entertainment reporters
ing, mountain biking and can
also exercise the same type of
meet deadlines, call345-8204.
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The oldest American University
in Europe offers:

1910 University Drive, Boise, Idaho 83725
Phone (208) 345-8204 Fax (208) 385-3198
E-mail arbiter@daven.idbsu.edu
The Arbiter is the official student newspaper of Boise State University. Its mission is ta
provide a forum for the discussion of issues impacting the campus and the community.
The Arbiter's budget consists of fees paid by students of BSUand advertising sales. It is
distributed to the campus and community on Wednesdays during the school year. The
first copy is free; additional copies are 51 each, payable al The Arbiter offices.

.. More than 75 courses from the University's curriculum
for credit or audit from a wide range of disciplines ..
'French Immersion - 3-week Program .. Weekend
Excursions and Day Trips 10 Historic Regions of Europe
.. Special "College Preview" High School Program in Paris
For complete prog""'" hffo..-i-. call or write:
The American University of Paris Summer Programs
Box 22, 31. av, Bosquet, 75343 Paris Cedex 07,
Tel. (3311) 40 62 06 00 Fax (3311) 47 05 33 49
New York offlce- Tel. (212) 6n-4870
Web sire - http://www,aupJr
E-mail- SummerOaupJr
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Taylor announces IWho's
Who' selections
David Taylor, vice president for student affairs,
has announced that 50 Boise State University students have been selected for inclusion in the] 99596 edition of 'Who's Who Among Students in
American Universities and Colleges.
The students selected from BSU are the following:
Ian Aberg, Jason Aberg, Justine Aberg, Debra
Andrews, Angela Assendrup, Cori Barrera, Patrick
Benedetti, Eric Boyington, Carol Carnahan, )ason
Caufield, Leif Chastaine, Carol Christian, Jennifer
Dahl, Joseph DeAngelis, Alice Delgado, Laura
Delgado, Bradley Ebert, Amanda Gallegos, Gary
Hall, Nikki Hampton, James Harper, Mary Hauff,
Gregory Jensen, Kevin Knight, Zeynep Kocabiyik,
Kristina Kuhnhausen-Olsen, Andrea Leeds, Jerry
McAdams, Aaron McKinnon, Kathleen McLane,
Megan Miller, Sergio Myers, Diana Newberry,
David Nielson, Jenny Nix, Cherylanne North,
Stephanie Olsen, Scott Raven, Victoria Ruberry,
Adam Rush, Shannon Smith, Michael Spencer,
Kevin Stefanek, Rhett Tanner, Raymond Uriarte,
Beatriz Villicana, Jack Ward, Karla West, Laura
White and Renee White.

SSE to consider plan for
engineering transfer
The State Board of Education will consider a
plan Nov. ] 6-] 7 to carry out its October decision to
transfer administrative
responsibility
for three
Boise-based undergraduate engineering programs
from the University of Idaho to BSU.
The SBE voted to transfer the programs in electrical, mechanical and civil engineering by July 1,
200] and asked a steering committee made up of
BSUPresident
Charles Ruch, U of I interimPresident Tom Bell and the board's executive director Rayburn Barton to come up with a plan based on
a number of guidelines.
The guidelines include such considerations as
accreditation of the programs, impact on current students and facuIty, a time line and disposition of
resources currently allocated to the program.
The steering committee will present its recommendations at the board's Nov. 16-] 7 meeting,
which will be conducted via a video teleconference
from the studios of Idaho Public Television station
KAID-TV at 1455 N. Orchard.
The SBE will also consider a report from the college and university Presidents' Council on how to
implement a consultant's recommendations for significant changes in the roles and missions of the college and universities.
In addition, the SBE will consider a proposed
policy that would set new statewide standards for
the conduct of student-athletes.

University Foundation
,"
seeks nominees for
awards

Jensen announces
Wednesdays as 'open
practice' days

Students are invited to nominate faculty for, the
University Foundation Scholar Awards Program,
which is designed to honor BSU faculty who have
demonstrated ongoing commitment, expertise and
accomplishments
in teaching, research/creative
activities or professionally related service.
Awards will be made in one or all areas and will
carry a 'cash honorarium. The awards program is
made possible by support from the BSU Foundation.
Students who nominate faculty for the awards
must submit detailed letters describing the individual's relevant activities in the category for which he
or she is nominated: teaching, research/creative
activity or service. Letters of nomination must be
received in the Office of the Provost and Vice
President for Academic Affairs, located in Room
307 of the Business Building, no later than Feb. l ,
]996.

BSU's new head basketball coach, Rod Jensen, is
making Wednesday practices open for all BSU students to come and watch. Just bring your student ID
to Entrance 3 of the Pavillion from] p.m. to 3:30
p.m. and watch the making of this year's men's basketball team.

BSU's Tom Stitzel named
,'to NYSEadvisory

committee
BSU finance professor Tom Stitzel has been
named to the New York Stock Exchange's'
Individual Investor Advisory Committee.
The ]6-member nationwide group provides the
NYSE with feedback on proposed changes and'
offers suggestions about how to better serve the
interests of individual investors. Stitzel will serve a
three-year term on the committee.
Stitzel joined the BSU faculty in ]975 and served
as dean of the College of Business from 1977 to
] 99]. Stizel earned, his doctorate at the University
of Oregon and is a chartered financial analyst.

Dreamwalker to host
benefit for BSU women's
football
On Friday, Nov. 17, the Dreamwalker will host a
benefit for BSU women's football. The 1995 BSU
women's intramural flag football champions have
been invited to the national tournament in New
Orleans Dec. 26-31. This is the first time a BSU
women's intramural team has been invited to
nationals and attempted to win.
The fun will start at 8:30 p.m, for' an all-ages
crowd with an, admission price of $4. Tickets for a
prize-packed raffle will be available for purchase.
Headlining the evening will be acoustical guitarist Jeremy Salas. With a strong sensibility of oldschool traditional style in one pocket and a Kerouac
view of life in another, he dazzles audiences with
his lively performances. Opening for Salas will be
Levi from Portland.
Dreamwalker is located at 1015 W. Main.

Davies named executive
director of Alumni
Association
Bob Davies is the new executive director of the
Boise State University Alumni Association. He
replaced Dyke Nally, who resigned last spring to
become superintendent
of the State Liquor
Dispensary.
Davies, 28, was previously assistant alumni
director and director of annual giving at the
University of Nevada. Davies, a Nevada native,
earned his undergraduate degree at the University of
Nevada and an MBA at the University of Oregon.
As executive director of the BSU Alumni
Association, Davies will work with the .association's
board of directors tp organize activities. for 36,900
BSU alumni of record.
'
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National'Student Exchange-offers. change of pace
by Ana Ortega Martinez
Stoff Writer
This academic year, nine
National Student Exchange students from other universities arc
attending BSU. These include
people from all over the United
States-from
Hawaii
to
Maine-who
arc here learning
about the West.
Matt Murray is on exchange
from the University of Maine at
Orono. He chose BSU because.
he had never been in the West ~
and had a desire to know what it ~
is like here. He said he is very ~
satisfied with BSU's rnusic-cdu- g
cation program. Murray con-:
fcsscd that he had never met as ~
many Mormons as he has here.
Their different attitudes toward
Students on exchange at BSU: (left to Right) Top Row: Roy Granberg, Kenneth larson, Jesse Kramer (holding
life is something he has never Sara Trippensee), Mall Murray, Deborah Kukuji. Bollom Row: John Brenner, Sean Nakayma
encountered before. Murray
"absolutely recommends" that
from home. Nakayma added that nearly 1 million people living on many students and professors
other students participate
in
Boise is less racially diverse than this small island, I was able to from different countries. One of
NSE. He said he is even .planher professors was from Greece
escape the crowds of Honolulu
Hawaii.
ning to move to Boise after he
and another was from Iran. She
on the weekends. The North
Last year, I also participated
graduates in Maine.
also said FlU is a party school:
Shore, home to beautiful beaches
in NSE. I attended the University
Sean Nakayma and Deborah
and world-famous surfing, was a partying starts Thursday nights'
of Hawaii at Manoa in Honolulu.
Fukuji are two exchage students
UH has more students than BSU popular destination for the col- and goes until Sunday and even
from Hawaii. They both study
Monday.
and is a very good school. It lege crowd (also the longest
athletic training. They carne to
Going on national exchange
drive: one hour away). I also met
turned
out
that
there
was
a
lot
BSU because a friend told them
is a chance for students to get a
people
from
all
over
the
United
more
school
work
than
I
expectBSU's program was good.
Slates and other countries. Even valuable experience while still
Nakayma said he likes Boise, but ed.
though the cost of living was keeping up with their courseGoing
on
exchange
docs
not
misses Hawaii's nice weather
higher in Hawaii, the beach was work. Even though many stuget
students
away
from
the
hours
now that it is getting cold here.
dents have enjoyed the time
always
free.
of
homework
they
expect
back
Not having the beach and the
away from their horne college,
Mauling Wang, a marketing
home;
but
Iwas
glad
Igot
to
go.
ocean nearby makes a big differstudents
are advised to research
major
from
BSU,
went
on
ence, but Nakayma said he is The university is located on the
the place they plan to go to
exchange to Florida International
South
Shore
of
Oahu,
"The
learning a lot here because this is
University; She said FlU has before departing.
the first time he has lived away Meeting Place." While there 'are

New senators-at-Iarge
take office this week
by Kate Neilly Bell
Managing Editor
ASBSU Senate-at-large elections drew 1,025 student voters last
week-six
more voters than last year, Election Board Chairman
Sergio Myers said.
There were eight candidates and three write-in candidates for
seven senate at-large seats. The new senators will take office on
Thursday.
Sean P. Murphy, a current senator, was the most popular candidate, with 166 votes. Olga Olivas closely followed with 155 votes.
Other top picks were current Senator Pro-tem M. Stuth Adams, 129;
David Sneddon, 113; and write-in candidate T J. Thomson, 112.
Other newly-elected senators are Chris Eckelberger, who drew
77 votes; and either John LeVering or Brad Showers, who each
received 73 votes.
The leVering/Showers
tie will have been broken during the
ASBSU Senate meeting on Nov. 14, after The Arbiter had gone to
press. Myers said the tie will be broken by drawing one of the two
names from a hat.

To be eligible to participate
in NSE, students must befulltime students 'at both the time of
application and in the term prior
to exchange. Students must also
remain full time while on
exchange. In addition, students
must be in good academic standing, as defined by BSU, and
have a minimum OPA of 2.5.
Exchange is recommended
during the sophomore or junior
year in order to avoid residency
requirements by the student's
host campus, according to the
1996-1997 National Student
Exchange Directory.
.
Prior to the exchange, students fill out a complete advising agreement with the 'assistanceof their academic advisers
and NSE coordinator to ensure a
proper' transfer of credits after
returning to BSU.
The cost of the program
varies. Tuition and fees arc
determined by the host school's
in-state rate or BSU's rate.
While participating in NSE,
students may participate in the
international
or study-abroad
options offered by host universities. This requires advanced
planning and additional costs.
The application deadline for
next year's program -is around
February 1996. There is a $100
fee to participate in the program.
Students who want more
information about the program
may call the NSE coordinator,
Jenna Richter, at 385-1280. The
NSE office is located in the
Student Union Building, Room
A-128, next to the ASBSU
offices.

Idaho Danee 'Theater
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ICAeo eets signatures' 'or ~96~a ot measures .
by·KevinHeckathom
Stoff Writer
After a narrow defeat in last
year's elections,
the Idaho
Citizens Alliance is back on the
streets collecting signatures to get
a
reworded
version
of
Proposition 1 on the '96 ballot.
Along with the new version of
the anti-gay initiative, the ICA is
also working on three other measurcs for the upcoming elections,
ICA-Chairman Kelly Walton
would not say how many signatures are still needed, but said his
group is right on target to meet
the deadline even though the

number of signatures required
has been raised from 3?,OOO to
almost 42,000.
The reworded Proposition 1
has only a few changes. Walton
said the section dealing with
material available to children and
youths in libraries has been
removed. The former version
would have required libraries to
deny access to material referring
to homosexual behavior to anyone under 18 years of age.
There is one main addition to
the new version. State institutions
such as BSU would be restricted
from sanctioning or endorsing
any speaker who promotes a gay

lifestyle.
. Renee
White,
Student
Programs Board director, said
SPB tries to present a forum of
diverse speakers on issues such
as sexuality and politics in order
for informed discussions
to
occur. If this is censored in any
way, she said she feels it could
have a negative effect.
The second initiative deals
with the controversial abortion
issue. Walton said in Idaho, some
abortions occur after 19-21
weeks of pregnancy. Walton
said, at this stage, fetuses are very
susceptible to pain. The initiative
would prohibit abortions after the

age of viability (19·21 weeks).
The other two initiatives deal
with education. The ICA is only
collecting the signatures for these
initiatives. Walton said once the
initiatives reach the ballot, the
campaigns will be directed by
Idahoans
for Choice
and
Education.
The first of these initiatives is
geared toward overcrowded
school districts. It would give
parents a $500 tax credit per
child for any child they home
school. The money could be used
for anything the parents wish.
Walton said $500 is not expected
to cover all costs of home school-

ing a child; but would help par
ents out in some areas. This ini
tiative is designed to help dis
tricts like Meridian and Pocatelk
to give parents a second option.
Terry Kluever, Meridian High
School principal, said she has no
had a chance to read the initiative
yet but hopes it would include
expectations and testing criteri
for those who choose to hom
school.
The final initiative is caller
"The Teacher's Right to Work.'
Walton said it is designed to Ie
teachers choose whether or not tl
unite with the Idaho Educatiot
Association.
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Un MejicanoObtiene el Nobel de Quimica
por Ana Orte~ Martinez
traducci6n en ing
Hansen

s por Alan RCorky"
'

Jose Mario Molina, un cientifico mejicano, radicado en los Estados Unidos
desde hace 20 afios, obtuvo el Premio
Nobel de Quimica 1995 por sus estudios
sabre la capa de ozono. Molina comparti6 el premio con otros dos cientificos, el
estadounidense
Frank
Sherwood
Rowland y el holandes Paul Crutzen.
Molina es catedratico en til Instituto
Technoldgico de Massachusetts en los
departamentos de Ciencias de la Tierra,
Atrnosfericas
y Planetarias,
y de
Qufmica.
Los tres cientificos
obtuvieron el
galardon por ser pioneros en la investi-

gacion sobre los efectos de la capa de
ozono y por advertir al mundo sobre el
peligro que supone su disminucidn, La
capa de ozono impide que los perjudiciales rayos ultravioletas lIeguen a la
superficie de nuestro planeta. Un au mento en rayos ultravioletas supondria mas
casos de cancer de riel.
En 1974, Molina y Rowland informaron que los c1orofluocarbonos (CFCs)
-gases utilizados particularmente en la
fabricaclon de aerosoles y neveras-,
eran responsables de socavar la capa
atmosferica de ozono que bloquea las
radiaciones solares que aumentan el peligro de cancer ... y enfermedades de la
vista. Calcularon que si el uso humano de
gases CFC's continuaba sin alteraciones,
'Ia capa de ozono quedaria agotada en un

gran porcentaje
luego de algunas
decadas"', informo el periodico mejicano
La Jornada.
EI descubrimiento de estos cientificos
supone la salvacion del planeta y de evitar las posibles consecuencias ecologicas
derivadas de tal, segun la Real Academia
Sueca de Ciencias.
Molina es el primer mejicano y latinoamericano en obtener un premio Nobel
en qufmica, Aunque Molina se nacionalizo como estadounidense; el manifesto
sentirse orgulloso de su origen mejicano.
Mejico no ha sido otorgado con muchos
premios Nobel. EI hecho de que Molina
se nacionalizase americano ha heche a
muchos plantearse porque Mejico no
logra mas premios. Octavio Paz, recibio
el Premio de la Paz en 1990, siendo este

after a number of decades.
According to the Swedish Academy of
Science, the discovery means the salvation
of the planet by avoiding the possible eco. logical consequences resulting from the disJose Mario Molina, Mexican scientist livappearance of the ozone layer.
ing in the United States for the past 20
Molina is the first Mexican or Latin
years,won
the 1995 Nobel Prize for
American to win a Nobel in Chemistry.
Chemistry for his study of the ozone layer.
Although Molina is a naturalized American,
Molina shares the award with two other scihe expressed pride of his Mexican origin.
entists, North American Frank Sherwood
Mexicans do not often win the Nobel; the
Rowland and Dutch Paul Crutzen.
'
fact that a naturalized American of Mexican
Molina is a member of the faculty of the
origin won the -prizc has raised the question
Massachusetts Institute of Technology Earth
in many camps of why Mexicans don't win
: Sciences Department, specializing in atmos::)->
more often. Octavio Paz, who won a Nobel
in 1990, is the most recent winner from
Mexico.

by Ana Ortega Martinez
English translation by Alan "Corky" Hansen

el ultimo Nobel recibido por Mejico.
Los Premios Nobel son otorgados,
desde 1901, bajo la voluntad de Alfred
Nobel, un ingeniero y qufrnico sueco, fallecido en 1896.EI interes del fondo se
divide entre personas que hayan contribuido extraordinariamente en los campos de ffsica, quimica, y psicologia 0
medicina; mas desarrollo en ciencias
economicas: producido la obra literaria
mas distinguida de tendencia idealista, y
quienes hayan contribuido mas por la paz
mundial.
La cantidad de los premios varia
segun los aiios. Los tres cientificos seran
otorgados la suma de poco mas de un
millen de dolares en la ceremonia oficial
a celebrarse en Estocolmo, Suecia este
Diciembre.

loin the Amiy Reserve as a qualified LPN and earn over
$8,000 annually in pay and education benefits-all for part-time
work. Even better, you'll receive a $5,000 bonus and an accelerated
promotion.
Think about it Then think about us. Then call:

800.235.ARMY EXT.321
BEALL lOU CAN Be

ARMY RESERVE
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ozone layer and informing the world of the
danger of its depletion. The ozone layer
,i inhibits dangerous ultraviolet
rays from
Ii reaching Earth. There is evidence that an
•. increase in exposure to ultraviolet
rays
heightens the danger of skin cancer.
According to the Mexican newspaper La
to. Jornada, in 1974 Molina and Rowland made
it known that chloroflourocarbons
(CFCs)gases utilized in manufacturing aerosols and
refrigerants-were
responsible for depleting
the atmospheric ozone layer, which blocks
solar rays. The scientists calculated that if
use of CFCs increased without adjustment,
much of the ozone layer would burn out in
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Buying a home can more than offset the cost
of your education over the next 1-5 years.
You can put thousands of dollars Into your
pocket instead of your landlord's pocket. The
equity you build can easily pay for your
education. Buying a home Is easier than you
~Stop
throwing away $ $ $ In rent cost.
,
Invest in your future todayl
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Timid? You may want to join
~ia1
-There seems. to be a club for every interest on
campus. When I look at the club roster, I see
clubs for political persuasions, recreational inter-ests, sexual orientation, professional interests,
religious interests and academics.
_ However, I think we're missing something.
We need a club that deals with personality
types. I already know which one of these clubs
some of us would join. It would be the Timid
Personality Club.
This would be the club for those of us who go
out of our way not to offend. It would be for
those of us who cringe at the thought of hurting
someone's feelings.
Even though
this would be the Timid
Personality Club, joining it wouldn't be easy.
Those seeking to join would have to prove their
timidity.
A few weeks ago I was downtown with a
friend. We were talking outside when we were
approached
by an intoxicated bar patron who
was in town looking for a job. Th~ man slopped
to talk to us. The conversation turned from whatever vagaries my friend and I were discussing to
politics. This gentleman believed that his difficulty in getting a job had something to do with
Clinton being president.
My friend, who is a
loyal Democrat, immediately rushed to defend
the party. Things got ugly.
Not wanting to get involved,
I stood and
silently watched these two argue about finer economic points. The stranger defended trickledown economics, saying that when wealthy business owners have extra money, they invest it in
the economy,
creating
more jobs and more

wealth. My friend countered with his assertion
that, contrary to popular belief, that money
wasn't being invested. The rich were just stocking it away in their bank accounts.
The Republican, seeing that he was getting
nowhere with my friend and that I didn't seem to
be taking sides, ignored my friend and attempted
to convert
me. I listened
patiently
as he
explained how much Ronald Reagan had done
for the country. Between taking dips of tobacco,
he told me how much better things had been in
the '80s.
I listened patiently and smiled. Between being
rained on by bits of chewing tobacco, I think I
got the gist of what he was saying.
This is the type of thing a person would have
to put up with if they wanted to join the Timid
Personality Club. Putting up with an offensive
personality without losing one's temper would
be grounds for admission.
Granted, timid people don't solve a lot of the
problems we sec. They aren't campaigning for
change. They aren't standing up against what
they feel is unjust. They aren't speaking out
against pollution or the clubbing of baby seals.
On the other hand, having timid people
around has its advantages. They aren't creating
problems. They don't engage in shouting matches or commit acts of violence. They are often
quiet and mild mannered. They can be thoughtful. They go out of their way not to offend. I
don't know too many timid people who would
engage in acts of terrorism. They have a soothing
demeanor about them.
After a long stressful day at a job, wouldn't it
be nice to come home to someone with a lowkey personality?
Given the choice, I'd rather
spend an evening with someone who isn't determined to force their opinions and ideas on everyone else.

Hate forum draws large crowd
by Eric Ellis
Staff Writer
A large group gathered Nov. 4 for a briefing in the Student Union Building's
Barnwell
Room. Too large a group, "about 200," Mary
Daley, event director, said. The group had to be
moved to the SUB Special Events Center. What
attracted this large crowd from the college and
community
to the SUB carlyon
a Saturday
morning? Hate. They wanted to talk about hate
in Idaho, specifically
about extremist groups
based here.
Featured
were three nationally
known
experts on extremism,
who all focused on the
danger and damage of the "hate movement."
"We're not dealing with just an isolated
incident or an isolated group here and there,
we're dealing with something of a movement,
and we need to address it in those kinds of
terms,"
Bill Wassmuth
of the Northwest
Coalition Against Malicious Harassment said.
While he indicated that these groups are
not all part of a super organization,
his point
was that there are connections
among the
groups, which increases the level of threat.
Wassmuth
spoke of groups such as the
Neo-Nazis,
who glorify Hitler and call the
Holocaust a hoax. The groups included in the

speeches were almost exclusively white-separatist groups. Many of the groups ally themselves strongly with Christianity.
A second speaker, Jonathan Mochozzi of
the Coalition for Human Dignity, indicated that
hate groups across the country have Idaho and
the Pacific Northwest to thank for their existence:
" ... militias that are active in Texas, militias
that are active in Connecticut
and in other
places around the country, owe their immediate
lineage ... to a group of white supremacists here
in the Pacific Northwest."
Michael Oliver, who attended the forum,
said, " [I] actually assumed that the people ." of
most of these hate groups were going to be
[there] ... I wanted to hear both sides [of the
issue]."
Daley said that while white supremacists
had approached
her about taking part in the
forum, she had decided not to allow it. Some
did show up anyway, and were vocal during the
question-and-answer
period at the end.
This function was a combined
effort of
many Idaho agencies
and interest
groups.
Sponsors
included
the Ada County Human
Rights Task force, the BSU Student Programs
Board, the Idaho State Democratic Party, the
Idaho Women's Network and Voices of Faith
for Human Rights.

Voice Your Opinion!
Tell us what's bothering you about your student government. the City of Boise. Idaho. The Arbiter. Politics. Race
Relations. Sex, Parking. Crappy StUdent Seating at
Sparting Events. Registration Nightmare's. Crime,

and well, you get the point. Anything goes/

Voice Phone: 345-8204
Fax Phone: 385-3198
Email: arbiter@claven.idbsu.edu
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Andrus brings policy center to BSU:
University benefits from 'political mistake'
by Joe Relk

"There was a comfortable feeling between myself and developing ways to protect bull trout the fish would be
the electorate, somehow we C'ouldcommunicate with one kept off the endangered species list for at least a year.
another," said Andrus. "When I made a mistake I'd go to That's a.sweet outcome for Plum Creek and the Gallatin
them and say 'hey, I screwed up,' and they'd say 'OK
Group according to Statesman columnist Dan Popkey,
Even though it meant moving out of his office in the
Cecil,
straighten
that
out,'
and
we
usually
did,
though
you
who
says Andrus is "wearing two hats that don't look so
middle of a hectic finals week, Professor Steve Loughrincan't please everybody." Sound advice for politicians,
good together."
Sacco considered it his "patriotic duty" to make room for
Andrus also choose BSU because of its geographic
In his July 25th column Popkey stated that although the
the Andrus Center for Public Policy last semester. "I'd be
location "right in the middle of all of the controversial
Andrus Center vows to "advance in an independent and
, willing to move to any office on campus; it's part of patriresource issues." That's an advantage for the seminars he non-partisan manner, a full public discourse on critical
otism and giving things to Idaho" said Loughrin-Sacco,
plans
on conducting on major environmental issues such public issues" it is also true that "Andrus' consulting firm
"he's going to help BSU out."
as
the
bull trout conference
represents vested interests
Cecil Andrus may have stepped out of the Governor's
... and he muzzled opposeai last January, but he's since moved up to the fifth floor held last June and the upcomnents at his conference."
of the Education Building to the Andrus Center for Public ing Snake River conference
Popkey cast doubt upon
Policy. So if you think you've seen someone who looked (see Snake, page 12). The conferences
set
up
panels
to
disthat
apparent contradicsuspiciously like ex-Governor Cecil Andrus walking
cuss problems
and work
tion and the Andrus
, around campus chances are you probably have.
Center's tax exempt staAndrus said he choose BSU, even though ~e's original- toward solutions about the
tus and rent-free quarters
ly from Northern Idaho, partially because it was part of the' problems;'
"I wanted to be able to conat BSU.
arrangement placing the Andrus Papers at Boise State. The
tribute
something
to
the
resoluAndrus claims there
over 500 boxes of Andrus Papers consist of all official
tion
of
some
of
the
resource
simply
is no connection
documents spanning his tenure as Governor and as
problems here in Idaho," said
between his position at
Secretary of the Interior with the Carter Administration.
the Andrus Center and his
"The Library here being the repository of the Andrus Andrus, who donates 20 to
25%
of
his
time
to
the
Center.
other
pursuits and denies
Papers makes it more convenient for the students. for the
But
not
everyone
agrees
that
the
independence of
faculty and myself to have a close proximity to the
that
the
Andrus
Center
is
a
the
conferences
has been
papers," said Andrus, who lives in Boise.
or will be compromised.
The papers arc being electronically archived so that _ purely altruistic endeavor.
"l think he's using the uni"My personal and profesother Idaho students can access them via computer.
versity
for
his
own
political
sional life is separate and
"Within the next two years any student should be able to
ends," says Dan Funsch,
apart from the policy ccnpunch into the computer and ask what is the history of the
Outreach Director for the
ter, and there is no conSnake River through the Andrus years, or what was the
Alliance of _Wild Rockies, one
fliet," said Andrus.
issue with the nuclear waste, and all of those documents
of three environmental groups
Ryan Hill, spokesman
will be available to them," said Andrus.
that tiled a petition to Jist bull
for Idaho Democrats, says
"Most people don't stop to think of the historical value
trout as an endangered species
critics are making much
of those papers that go back, in some instances thirty
but was not invited to particiado about nothing and
years, on public documents such as Nuclear waste, back in
pate at the Andrus Center's
that Andrus conducts the
1971 when I started fighting that baltic," said Andrus.
Bull Trout Conference. "He
conferences professionalAndrus's long political history all started when a local
had a predetermined agenda
Iy. "He's managed to cut
issue in Orofino propelled this self-described "political
for the outcome of that conferthrough rhetoric and get
accident" into a long career of public service in 1960. The
ence and we didn't fit into it,"
people to set down and
issue was funding for a local rural elementary schoolsaid Funsch.
talk science," said Hill.
house, funding it needed to stay academically competitive
Not so according to the exHill says people are
with urban schools. The incumbent state senator said if the
Governor. Andrus says the
always going to find
education he got at the school "was good enough for me,
Alliance of Wild Rockies
something to knock about
it's good enough for the kids today." Andrus, a 28 year old
wasn't invited because the
Andrus and commends
logger recently returned from the Korean War, disagreed
group took a public position
him for staying active in
and ran for and won the State Senate seat on the issue.
against the bull trout conference in advance of the event. the political arena. "If anyone thought he'd fade away into
My point was that my small daughter, going to an ele"If people do not come to the conference with an open the history books, they were wrong," said Hill.
mentary school in a very small town, ought to have the mind they're not going to contribute very much," said
Idaho Republican Party Executive Director Mike
same opportunity for an education as a kid going toa
Andrus, who made the distinction that the group wasn't
Reynoldson also gives the Andrus Center high marks,
school in Boise or Lewiston or Pocatello or anywhere
barred from altending the conference, but rather from par- despite the fact that Andrus was a four-term Democrat.
else," said Andrus.
ticipating in the panel.
Reynoldson says the works of both Republicans and
The long time Governor said he didn't expect to enter
Funsch said neither the Andrus Center, nor Andrus
Democrats are presented at Andrus Center conferences.
into politics when he was a boy tying hay bales together, a himself, are concerned with protecting the fish and that ,"Up to this point he's not advocating partisan issues," said
job Andrus describes as his "worst job," but even then he Andrus set up the conference with the "sole purpose" of Reynoldson.
thought "there's got to be a better life when I grow up than putting forth a "feel good measure" that would keep the
Hill and Reynoldson are both BSU graduates that see
this."
bull trout off of the endangered species list.
the Andrus Center as a positive addition to campus. "I'm
Andrus said he's enjoyed his tenure, although being
They arc providing lip service to the public's interest to just glad he put it here and not at U of I," said Hill, "ten
Governor hasgiven him both satisfaction and frustrations.
having these fish protected, while maximizing the logging years ago BSU didn't have the credibility it has now, it
The worst thing that can happen to a person is to get up and road building that arc detrimental to the bull trout pop- would have gone to U of I."
in the morning and hate to go to work, that was never my ulation," said Funsch.
While the Andrus Center seeks to provide a forum for
problem," said Andrus.
He says silting on the boards of major corporations and reasoned discourse it has drawn some criticism and oppo"If you put yourself to the task a small state is a lot eas- being a member of the Gallatin Group puts Andrus at a sition as well, as can be expected with all things political
ier to get around and know the people that elect you," said conflict of interest while conducting Andrus Center con- in nature. But without the center neither the attempt at a
Andrus. He says when the population was around 670 ferenccs. The Gallatin Group is a Northwest public affairs bull trout compromise, nor the defiance to that com prothousand he knew 75 to 80 percent of Idahoans.
consulting firm that counts among its clients the Plum mise, would have existed. Those voices, and the healthy
But even his familiarity with constituents doesn't fully Creek Timber Company, a company that wanted to sec the debate they represent, would go unheard.
explain how a democrat can be elected four times to be bull trout stay off of the endangered species list to protect
Boise State is fortunate to ~ave the Andrus Papers, the
governor of a solidly republican state. Though Andrus
it's interest in logging public lands.
Andrus Center, and Andrus himself on campus; not o~ly
says history will have to explain that paradox h~ suspects
Michael J. Spear, director of the Fish and Wildlife - as an information base to learn from, but also to question
it has something to do with trust and comfort, like an old Service's Pacific Region, announced at the conference that and criticize. That is, after all, what public policy is all
pair of carpet slippers.
since the Northwest states were making progress toward about.

'Stoff Writer
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SNAKE: The'River Between Us
byIoe Relk
The Andrus Center is hosting a conference on theSnake River from
November 28-29 at the Boise State University Student Union Building.
Topics 'covered will include balancing hydropower and public uses, fisheries
and wildlife, and recreation on the nver,
The Idaho Falls Post Register and' the Lewiston Morning Tribune are
co-sponsoring the event and members of both papers will be moderating panel discussions. '
"That puts a paper at each end of it," said Andrus.
Other sponsors include groups as diverse as Idaho Power and
Idaho Rivers United, bringing both conservationists and economic
interests to the discussion.
Registration for the conference costs $90.00, but a number of
seats will be reserved for students and faculty. Ask your professors for further information.
Andrus says following the Snake through Idaho involves a cornplex group of circumstances: ranging from the "pure and pristine"
in Southeastern Idaho, to "a working river consumed by irrigation ... and polluted to point that
you don't have the fisheries" in the Middle
Snake, down to the more scenic area of hells
canyon.
The Conference, took six months to organize
and endeavors to search for new ways to preserve Idaho's fish and wildlife, while at the
same time encouraging the river dependent economy.
'

on the Issues.
Interview by Ioe Relk
It's been almost a year now since Democrat Cecil Andrus roamed
the halls of the Statehouse as Idaho's Governor. A lot has changed
since then: a new, even more Republican, legislature was elected,
the Republicans
swept Idaho's congressional
elections,
and a
Republican governor now sits in Andrus's old office. The Arbiter
thought it would be interesting to see what Andrus has to say about
some of the changes that have occurred since his departure as the
state's chief executive and their impact on the future. It turns
out he had plenty to say.

Future of BSU
..... the demands are here for many disciplines other than general
and vocational education where it [BSUl started out Engineering
for example, ther~ very diffidently is a need for an independent separately free standing college of engineering on this campus ... We're
a long way from the junior college concept that started this institution. So there will be more sophistication of circulation than the
, general education topics of the past I think that Dr. Ruck' is poised
to lead us into those areas."

Financial Aid
"Financial Aid is going to be a difficult situation in this state for
state funded institutions. You've got to look at where the students
are located and you've got to look at what the consumer wants. You
can't mold everybody by the pattern that was created by our grandparents. There are going to be additional demands for additional curriculum and disciplines than what they've known in the past. Their
funding will have to be increased and hopefully the economy will be
able to sustain the growth of this institution as well as the others."

Educational
Funding in Idaho
"The 8 years that I was
Governor we made substantial increases in educational funding in all levels K through 12, as well as
the institutions of higher education.
We did that without a tax
increase. When I left office we had all our bills paid, we had money
in the bank, we had a rainy day fund, and we had a modest surplus .
The last session of the legislature they went absolutely crazy in
giveaway programs. The Legislature insisted on giving away about
93 million dollars of their revenue stream, which means that that
money will not be available next year to take care of the growth at
this U. or any of the rest of them ... Now already we have seen them
say 'oh my goodness we've got to have a hold back of across the
board cuts,' that was not necessary, that was brought about only
because the legislature went crazy on the giveaways.
Now they
have given away part of their revenue stream and they've either got
to cut back drastically or they've got to come up with another
met~od ~f funding, wh!ch I hate to see. That's going to hurt BSU,
that ~ going to hu.rt al.1of our institutes of higher learning.
Higher education IS going to continue to be funded on the backs
of some of the professors and instructors on this campus as well as
on ~he other campus.'s, because any time you start making cuts the
easiest place to take It out of is wages and salaries ... "

Micron "Exodus"
"The Micron economic exodus to Utah was an absolute economic
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.d!~ter tha.t did not ha~e to be: Y~t some ~f the Legislative member's vocal oppo- . sionally what do I do?' Right now he's working diligently to resolve that, .and I
siuon to Micron put us ~nto a situation that Involved economics and egos and everydon't want to say anything that would bring about any. political polarization of the,
thing else and we lost thatdevelopmentand
that growth. That's good clean industry
issue.
that should have been right here somewhere in the Treasure Valley."
....
Americans and the' world have to recognize that one-it's.jnuclear waste] a global ..'
problem, number two-you .can't ignore the waste stream, and number three-it is
A Mansion for the Governor
totally unacceptable to simply say, .as one admiral said to me; that we just want to
"I ~on't believe in spending my own money or your tax' money on something ihat
send it off to some sparsely populated area. That's Idaho and not Norfolk, Virginia.
is frivolous. or that I can do myself ...for 8 yearsI lived in my own home ... now
...\t's just a time bomb waiting to go off...what if it already has leaking lind we
they're already talking a~ut b~i1ding a mansion and giving us [Governors] substandon't know, it? The most important thing is to dig up ...that material that's below
ground and then containerize it."
.
,
tial housing allowances .•. ' D~. Ruck doesn't have a fancy state owned house. They
give him a housing allowance, that's what they ought to do with.the governor."

Ruby Ridge

Anne Fox
"She is a different personality. So far she has not displayed to me a thorough
understanding of education in Idaho, but she's honest to the point where she's doing
exactly what she told the electorate she'd do if they elected her. If they find fault
with Anne Fox they beller look in the mirror ...Maybe she's educable."

Butch
"Wouldn't evaluate Butch's tight jeans, that's something he's got to debate with
his constituents.
He's a handsome young man that's kept himself in pretty good
physical condition, and if that's his long suit, then more power to him, some of us
older fellows might be a little jealous. But I put most of my effort into the governing part of state government. The difference maybe between il show horse and a
work house."

The Republican Legislature
"The Republican Legislature tries to wrap themselves in a mantle of conservatism, but, when you look at the special interests that go on and the things they do,
the spending is quite substantial. They might say there was a great growth in the
budget during the Andrus years-there was-but there was a great growth in the population of the state and there wasn't one thing that I did that didn't have to be supported by the Republican Legislature. They wined and cried and complained sometimes, but it was an adversarial alliance. There arc plenty of well meaning statesmen-like people in both political parties, I just found more of them in mine."

Republican Reform

I

.

"The reform effort is directed toward the goodies to the rich and the successful
industrial components being funded by reductions .in social p~ograms, ~nviro?mental protection, and education ... in order ~o fund It [Tax reh~f) they re gOing. to
decrease Medicare, Medicaid, social secunty and the other SOCialprograms. I think
there has to be a realignment on some of those programs, but that money should n~t
be given in tax relief for the rich, it should go against the redu~tion of the deficit
and the national debt, but they're not going to reduce the national debt. Newt
Gingrich and the bunch of bandits back there are no better than what they. accuse t,he
Democrats of being before. One party is just as bad as the other when It .comes to
continuing to put off payment to some time !n the fu~ure wh~n they're. not In power.
The Republican conspiracy that's goi~g on In W.ash:,ngton right now IS a reverse of
Robin Hood-taking from the poor to give to the rich,

Future of Democratic Party

.

.

"The irritating thing is every time you happen to have an election If they ha?pen
to be an elephant they say all democrats arc a bunch of liberals ~nd all republicans
arc bunch of conservatives and that's a bunch of bull. There are liberals and.conservativcs in both political parties, but there is no true liberal as you'd app.ly It to the
East Coast in Idaho in either political party, we're pretty fiscally responsible people
out here. But campaign rhetoric has a tendency to enflame peo~le. and they try to
go to emotional issues, whether it be abortion or religion ~r patnotlsm, they try to
wrap themselves in apple pie and motherhood and the Amer!can ~ag...
.
I am an FDR, Harry Trueman type Democrat. I was raised In the d~presslon, I
know what it means to work. In my opinion the Democratic Party, baslc.ally at the
national level, is dictated too much by narrow single issue groups. Th~re IS no com~
man denominator or party philosophy that runs through all of them like there lve:
, if ou're not for the wo ves,
to be ... The environmental areas are the same way", Y
.,
not for
ou're nowhere if you're not for the grizzlies, you re nowhere, If you re
Y
,
'. .
k II t ke no prisoners slay the dragon,
clean water, you're nowhere. Wmner ta e a , a
.
'"
well, damn it, that's what's gotten us into trouble at the national level.

INEL

.

.

"Governor .aall's major problem stems from the congressional deleg:t;on h~ot
giving him the support at the national level that he should have had ~o a; ~ ..~~
ments, that's where I would .p.ut most. ~f the blamed·[with ;::ne;:~~~~or
~asCra ] the others made a political deciSion to cut an ~n...
cs.
f~
with a situation where 'if they're going to shove It down my throat congr

"Both sides were wrong. The man was in violation of the law ...but for the crime
that he was guilty of that was not enough reason to advance: upon him and his family with all the weaponry that they did ..."

Feds out of Control
"The federal government makes mistakes and I am quick to criticize them ...but
the ridiculous posture of Larry Craig and Helen Chenoweth, that you have to take
.the guns away from all the law enforcement people in the federal government, is
absolutely ridiculous. We do not have enough law enforcement officers in these
sparsely populated counties to do the job when we have a crime. We always call in
the FBI, or the BLM [Bureau of Land Management], or the Forest Service."
Court Decision That Threatened to Shut Down Salmon, ID
"
"That was crazy, that was a judge in Hawaii that didn't know a cow pie from a
bluebird ...He made a disastrous mistake, but it was corrected by the 9th circuit."

Who Should Regulate Forest Land
"There are Larry Craig and Helen Chenoweth, and some of those people with the
big mouths, [that] are playing to the emotions of the people by saying that the state
should take over all of the public lands. They know that sounds popular to the people that don't think. That would be disastrous, we in Idaho don't have the manpower, the knowledge, or the budget to take over those lands ...[The] Problem is that
politicians are causing the BLM and particularly the Forest Service to being a study
agency, not aworking agency. They spend all their time and money not protecting
the water quality and laying out environmentally concerned timber sales, they're
doing a study, and it goes on and on."
.

Growth

"Idaho has plenty of room for growth ...but thereare some areas of the st~te ~hat
do not have the infrastructure in place to handle more growth, one of them IS fight
here in the Boise Valley, [with limited] transportation, water, sewer. We need a
time out called here in order to catch up ...but the rest of state has plenty of room for
growth ... lf you're at the status quo, and you're not growing, you're really going
backwards. Agriculture is the main stimulus in this state, but you've got 10 have
diversity so that if the timber industry or cattle industry hits a slump, it doesn't
bring the whole state down."
'

On Anti-Growth Idahoans
"Where are they from, are they natives ...Those narrow, take-no-prisoners, singleissue types, they've always been out there, they will continue to be out there, but
they arc not the majority of the people."

US Involvement in Foreign Conflicts
"First the President asked me to serve in Korea, I did. I was a volunteer, I wasn't
drafted. I served 4 years and I believe that when there's a conflict,and when the
governmenl asks you to defend America overseas, you do it. Sometimes in rece~t
years our politicians have asked us to do it when I had a tendency to ask whether It
was necessary or not, but that comes back to old men causing a war t~at has ~~ be
fought by young men and women. I hope that most of t~ose are behmd. us,. It s a
waste of human and financial resources to have to be m armed conflict m the
world."
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by Matthew R.K. Haynes
Staff Writer

Roger litmus is Richard and Sarah Bruner is Muriel McComber in Ah, Wilc/erness! at the BSU Special Events Center Nov.

16-19.

A rebellious 16-year-old boy is in search of life
and lured by alcohol. He is tempted by the feminine
wiles of women, kept by a dependable father and
padded by a mother whose greatest ambition is seeing that dinner "goes right." This is the story of
RichardMiller, the main character of BSU's second
_ theatrical performance,Ah,
Wildemess!
Set on the 4th of July, 1906, it is a play about the
myth of the American family. The piece portrays the
ideal setting of a "perfect" home. It delves into the
age of innocence when a boy didn't have to yield to
the fleeting of time or care about what the future
might hold-a time when life seemed to be at the
mouths of those who feasted on living.
Theatrical director Charles Lauterbach calls it "a
play about a functional family ... which you don't
see much these days."
Though the fictional family is functional, it is far
off from the actual life of it's author, Eugene
O'Neill.
O'Neill led a tragic life of alcoholism and loneliness. The son of famous theatrical-matinee idol
James O'Neill, he was predestined to be swept into
the love of the stage. Ah, Wi/demess!, the only comedy O'Neill ever wrote, emerged from his want of a
different childhood. Want of a better life. A change
from his usual week-long stay at the local bars. It is
in great contrast to his Pulitzer Prize winning play,
Long Day 's Journey Into Night, which catalogues his
depressed family in great detail.
. Ah, Wildemess! was intended as a relief to the rituals of everyday life and to give the audience a
chance to experience an idealistic environment.
Although the foundation of the play is comedic
invention, there is a precipice of saddened reality. It
shows us how life was supposed to be for O'Neill.
What might have belonged to someone else .
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Compiled by Laura Delgado
Arts & Entertainment Editor

BSUart
students to
exhibit work
Nov. 17-Dec.
7
BSU'~ graduating art students
may be leaving school. but they're
going out in style. The Fall 1995
Senior Show, 10 be held Nov. 17·
Dec. 7. will feature work by these
dedicaled ,HI ists, including painting, drawing. photography, printmaking. sculpture and metals.
The free show will be held in
Gallery I in the Liberal Arts
Building and Gallery"
in Ihe
.Campus School Building.
Featured artists include
Matthew Michael Affleck. Logan
, Brudcnelt, Tanya Burlagc, Damian
Colson. Lori Coniglio. Tricia Hall.
Mary Hammons. Mara Hardesty,
Suzanne Hennig. Ana Ortega,
James Pilcher. Darci Price. Natalie
Bingham Rowley. Patricia Sadler,
Chuck Tililey. Jeff Wolfram and
Russucl Wood.
Gallery hours arc lJ a.I1l.-6::lO
p.rn. Monday-Friday.
and noon-S
p.m. Saturday and Sunday. For
more information, call :IRS· 1DO.

BSU study

tour to travel
to Vienna
May 18-25
AS 100 deposil is required by
Dec. I for the six-day "Sound of
Music" study lour to Vienna. The
tour includes six days in Vienna.
concert and opera performances,
a
Salzburg excursion. guided city
and museum lours and BSU credit.
The lour is scheduled for May
18·25 and is sponsored by BSU's
music department and Division of
Continuing Education International
Programs. Instructors Del
Parkinson and Lynn Berg arc wellacquainted with all Vienna has to
offer and have guided past study
tours to the beautiful historic city.
An orientation session on April
20 will provide participants with a
trip itinerary and suggestions on
how to best utilize time and
resources in Vienna.
Total cost for the tour is
$ 1,799, which covers airfare, hotel
accommodatlons, tickets to performances, a day trip 10 Salzburg,
guided tours in Vienna and Iwo
credits in music. or non-credit staIus.
For more information, call
Parkinson at 385-3704. Berg at
385- 1954, or Linda Urquidi with
Continuing Education at 385-3295
or loll-free, 1-800-632-6586, eXI.
3295.

r
Continued on Page 14

.Surfin' 'with Los Straitjackets'
by Chris Eaton
Staff Writer

.

There has always been something very
unique about surf music- not that it's
complex or intellectually moving, but rather
that it deals a quick, happy, and powerfully
rhythmic blow to the soul with its relentless
three-chord progressions. And of course, it
usually has no lyrics.
In the past, bands such as Jan and Dean,
The Surfaris, and Dick Dale And the Del
Tones pioneered this form of rock 'n' roll
and successfully stamped it into the history
of American music. (The Beach Boys are
purposely left out of this list of musical pioneers, because I think they're annoying and
therefore a poor representation.)
Although there has been some revival
with the release of the Pulp Fiction soundtrack, which features "Miserlou" by Dick
Dale. surf music is still seen far and few .
between the rest of popular music today.
Nevertheless, there is hope. Now we have
Los Straitjackets.
Their latest CD, self-titled, Los
Straitjackets (Upstart Records), has everything that should be expected in a surf beat
rebirth: clean reverbed guitar and tight, fast
drums. The kings themselves (The Surfaris)
would have been proud to see this style
played so well. And, in fact they were.
Los Straitjackets' guitarist Danny Amis
said he met The Surfaris at a show in
Nashville and claimed that The Surfaris
were so impressed that they were influenced into making a comeback.
I sampled Los Straitjackets' CD to my
friends, who are devoted Idaho river
surfers and music critics as well. Of the
first song, they said, "Yeah! right on!" and

displayed genuine smiles of approval. This
is all they needed to say. Los Straitjackets
are hot!
On Oct. 26 at Neurolux, I witnessed Los
Straitjackets' live performance, which .
proved to be better than the CD. In addition
to their well developed live sound, they put
on a show which resembled something like
ZZ Top, with guitars swinging in cadence
and pointing fingers towards the "lead" at
hand. They wore Spanish wrestling masks
that gave the show a relaxed and somewhat
comical presence.
In an interview, Itried to find some profound substance as to why they chose surf'
rock as a profession. I informed them of a
not-se-well-known fact that surf music is
heavily influenced by Spanish chords, and

asked them if their masks might be a symbol
of this. They laughed and said, "No, we just
wear 'em cuz they look cool."
At first I was disenchanted because of
my hopes for a philosophical answer that ",
would give credit to my beloved surf music
and its history. Then, it dawned on inethere is none.
Surf music is about tapping your
Converse high tops in a celebration of life,
nothing more. It is an escape from anything
serious or thoughtful. This is what makes it
so special.
The band members said they like Boise
and Neurolux and they intend to return during their next tour. A new album will be
released in December. If you like surf music
and do not have their latest CD, well,buy it.

Los Straitjackets performed at Neurolux on Oct. 26.

MeT to cast children
for Snow White
Boise children in grades K~12 are encouraged to audition for the
Missoula Children's Theatre production of Snow White and the
Seven Dwarfs. Auditions will be held from 4 to 6 p.rn. on Nov. 27 in
the Special Events Center at BSU.
The production will be presented at 2 and 7 p.m. on Dec. 2 in the
Special Events Center, Tickets, $10 general and $5 for BSU students,
faculty and staff, are available through Select-A-Seat. Call 385-3980.
Those attending the audition should plan to stay for the full two
hours. Some of the cast members. will be asked to stay for a 6:308:30 p.rn. rehearsal following the auditions. After that, rehearsals will
be held daily in the SPEC from 4 to 8:30 p.m, through Dec. 2, but
not all characters will have to rehearse every day. Kids should bring
a sack dinner to rehearsals.
MCf actors/directors Chris Mahle and Tonya Kortuem will east
roles including Snow White, her forest friends, seven dwarfs, Black
Forest trees, a magic mirror, bats, henchmen and the king. No
advance preparation is necessary. A piano player and assistant directors will also be cast to aid in rehearsals throughout the week.
Not everyone who auditions, however, will be guaranteed a part
in the show.
MCf touring productions are complete with costumes, scenery,
props and makeup.
MCf is a non-profit organization based in Missoula, Mont. The
residency in Boise is made possible by the BSU Student Programs
Board.
For more information, call Cherylanne North at SPB at 385-3655.
-BSU News Services

UNIGLOBE 'TRAVEL
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;5:~·~.·:Ji:!.
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March 23-30, 1996
INCLUDES:
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Hotel Playa Mazatlan or EI Cid Granada
Transfers*Does not include: Departure taxes-
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:..ICA grant
de,adUnes
.begin Dec, 1
Idaho Commission on the Arts
is accepting 'applications for
grants. Applications niust be postmarked as follows: General
Operating Support, Dec. I;
Cultural Facilities, Jan. 5; Project
Support, Feb. 23; Performing Arts
Touring, Feb. 23.
Grants may be requested for
projects beginning July I, 1996.
Funds will not be available until
August IS, 1996.
The Idaho Commission on the
Arts is the primary cultural-development agency for the state. It provides grants and services to art
organizations, artists and schools.
Information, guidelines and
application forms are available
from the Commission, P.O. Box
83720, Boise, ID 83720-0008. Or
by calling 334-2119 or 1-800ART-FUND (1-800.278-3863).

Academy of
Television

Arts &
Sciences
wants· you
The Academy of Television
Arts & Sciences' Educational
Programs and Services Department
is currently accepting submissions
for its 17th annual College
Television Awards competition.
Open to college students nationwide, the compeiition recognizes
excellence in college student film
and television production.
Students are encouraged to
enter their works in any of seven
categories: Comedy, Drama,
Music, Documentary. News,
Sports & Public Affairs, Education.
and Animation, To be eligible,
entries must have been produced
for credit at a college or university
in the United States between Sept.
I, 1994 and Dec. IS, 1995.
A total of $16,100 in prize
money will be awarded 10 winning
students by the Academy. One first
place winner will also be awarded
the $2,000 Bricker Family College
Award for the work that best represents a humanitarian concern,
Winners will be announced
early next year, with winning students honored by ATAS at its 17th
anniversary celebrity-hosted
awards gala in mid-March 1996,
For application information
call (818) 754-4230 or write to
ATAS College Awards, 5220
Lankershim Boulevard, North
Hollywood, CA QI601-3109.
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Bowie ond Nine Inch Nails share the spotlight
by Josh Casten
Staff Writer .

,

Throughout the ~80s, David Bowie put
out some commercial, easy-on-the-ears
kind of music, mostly as a solo artist and
some as the fror1tman for Tin Machine .
. Untortunately, allthose hits left him with
. an empty feeling. So he reunited with
",producer Brian Eno and made Outside, an
edgy, uneasy concept album about art
killings, full of discord and disturbance.
So, the question arises-when
you
reincarnate into your old self again and
want to hit the road with all this new material and you need a cool opening act,
who ya gonna call?
They gotta be cool (this means "alternative").
They gotta be into your stuff.
They gotta get butts in the seats.
Who else but Trent Reznor and the
boys, better known as Nine Inch Nails, fit
the bill? Reznor has commented many
times on the influence Bowie's three Enoproduced albums had on him, and NIN is
about the hottest thing going in noisythrash.that's-danceable
right now.
That simply, a tour is born.
At the Tacomadome on Oct. 24, the
bill was Bowie and NIN with a band from
Reznor's Nothing record label, Prick.
Prick opened with a sound remarkably
like NIN, different mostly due to the
singer's strong English accent. But after
several songs, a pattern became c1earloud guitars, screaming, smoke, and a
pummeling bass trackwere present in virtually every song, with few other ingredients, like, say, melody and harmony. Also
missing were some of the subtleties in the
middle of the sonic tornado that typify
Reznor's better material. The only standout song was the current MTV vid bit
"Animal," which managed to pack
melody, dynamics and screaming all in
one song. What a concept.

After the stage, had been set and the
lights went down, Reznor and company
blazed through an intense set of NIN's
most aggressive material. For the most
part, the drum machines and synthesizers
got left in the closet. Instead of canned,
guitars, there were real ones; two drummers provided the beat. NIN pounded
. through hellblazers like "Burn," "March
of the Pigs," "Big Man with a Gun" and
"Wish."
For the most part, the stage setup was
fairly simple-smoke.
But the clusters of
lights that hung not more than a few feet
over the performers cut through the haze,
making them look like giants under a
street light in the fog.
In contrast to Prick's "let's just usc a
lot.of smoke and white lights" theory,
NIN's show provided a fantastic display
of color, especially during the intense
"Burn," when rapidly changing waves of
deep, bold colors seemed to hover over
the stage.
Musically, NIN played it pretty loyal
to the record, but threw in re-arranged
versions of "Closer" and "Pig."
The true highlight of the evening was
at the end of the NIN set, when a field of
blue and purple psychedelia was splashed
on a back screen to a surprisingly good
Reznor sax solo, at the end of which
David Bowie sauntered out in camo garb.
Reznor manned a keyboard as Bowie took
the vocals to his "Scary Monsters" and
NIN's "Reptile."
But the pinnacle was Bowie and
Reznor swapping vocals through the verses of a transcendent "Hurt," with Bowie
singing low harmony to Reznor during
the chorus.
In the midst of this mini-set, the NIN
stage set was invisibly being deconstructed as Bowie's was going up. The result
was that after NIN left the stage, Bowie
tore straight into his material with no
delay.
Through the course of his set, Bowie

" drew mostly from his new album, and
some from the days when he was actually
experimental.
Fans of "Let's Dance" and
"China Girl" would have been sorely disappointed.
The stage setup was quite a bit more
elaborate, and used much less smoke.
(The guy perfected glam rock, so you
know he's got a killer stage.) Throughout
the performance, Bowie was constantly in
motion, whether he was interacting with ~
the stage or twitching to the beat. He's 50
years old now, but he's certainly not acting his age.
Although audience response began at a
fever pitch, it soon became apparent that
Bowie had a problem: he had been
shown up by the opening act. Almost
immediately after he began, half.of the
floor audience headed for the exits, and
there was a constant trickle thereafter.
After a few songs, most of the arena was
sitting down.
Itwasn't that Bowie's material was in
any way inferior to Reznor's-its
intricacies simply didn't translate as well to thf',
ultra-hip crowd. The topics were very
often the same, but Bowie and NIN go
about it two different ways. Instead of
Reznor's screams of anguish, Bowie
crooned evil, twisting lyrics in a deceptively soft voice. Biting discord replaced
the raw power of volume. Or maybe the
older Bowie fans simply couldn't scream
with as much vigor as the younger
NINnies.
One of the most notable moments of
Bowie's set was an almost unrecognizable "Man Who Sold the World," which
most people didn't catch on to until the
"oh no/ not me" chorus. Bowie closed out
the show with a spirited "Under
',,'
Pressure," with Freddy Mercury's vocais
sung by Bowie's female bass player.
With the Outside album, Bowie reestablished himself as a recording artist.
.On this tour, he has proven that he can
keep up with the youngsters on stage, too.
.!

Boise band Trans Atlantic Crush kicks out new CD
by Chris Eaton
Staff Writer
Boise has a pretty hip band that strays away from the usual
sub-pop-blues rock that is so familiar in these parts. With
smooth vocal melody and well-programmed dance beats, Trans
Atlantic Crush is like an intertwined Depeche Mode, Duran
Duran, The Cure and Erasure.
I have to say that it is quite refreshing, and surprising, to
hear a new-age dance band out of Boise. Maybe these guys can
punch a big hole into the apathy-stricken Treasure Valley night
life and music scene.
Discovered is a follow-up to the A viator Of Love CD,
released in 1994. A viator Of Love produced the fifth-most
requested song of 1994 on local radio station KZMG, Magic
93.1. The new CD promises to be even better, as it is a compilation of brand new recordings and digitally re-mastered material previously unavailable.
There will be an album release party for Discovered at
Bogie's, 1124 Front St., on Nov. 22. The event is open to all
ages with a $6 cover. The band will play from 9-10:30 p.m.
with a guest DJ and rave party continuing the rest of the night.
So, give 'em a look. I'm sure, judging from their CD, that it
will be good pop-dance fun at the least.
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Dreornwclker to' host.
benefit for BSU
'women's tooibc!.
by Laura Delgado

On Friday, Nov. 17, the Dreamwalker will host a benefit for
BSU women's football. The-'1995 BSU women's intramural flag
football champions have been invited to the national tournament
in New Orleans Dec. 26-31. This is the first time a BSU
women's intramural team has been invited to nationals and
attempted 10 win.
The fun will start at 8:30 p.m, for an all-ages crowd with an
admission price of $4. Tickets for a prize-packed raffle will be
available for purchase.
Headlining the evening will be acoustical guitarist Jeremy
Salas. With a strong sensibility of old-school traditional style in
one pocket and a Kerouac view of life in another, he dazzles'
audiences with his lively performances. Opening for Salas will
be Levi from Portland.
Dreamwalker is located at 1015 W. Main.
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could tell that the songs were from different
bands was from the album cover. Take some
Prozac, guys.
Sllkworm with "Insider," Punchdrunk
with "Nightwatchman" and Amlnlature with .
You GOI Lucky, TRIBUTE TO TOM PETrY
"Century City" are also slacking failures of the
on Backyard Records, (BMG Music) just goes
criminal kind. Along with off-key singing,
to show. that-you can take a good thing too far.
trashcans and bottles seemed to be the instruAlthough I'm sure the ragtag collection of
ments of choice for the piss-poor drumming in
grunge groups that contrived this homage
these selections. The tunes led me to believe
meant well for the most part, they were still a
that the members of the bands were kept in a .
little hard on me.
dark room and fed moldy bread during their
"American Girl" originally gained fame
formative years.
when it was re-released in 1977. Now covered
by Ihe band Everclear, it continues to sound
Possibly the only worse track was
"Southern Accents" by Outer Methorpham,
as though it belongs in a movie soundtrack. I
don't see how anyone could ever screw this
which may be attributed to trying too hard.
one up. It is definitely the gem of the album.
Very few singers can pull something like this
Truck Stop Love and Loud Lucy with
off-this was not one of those times. If I were
a dog I would have howled.
Louise Post do the best of everything with
In comparison to the original music, the
sounds of this
album are a 101
like Kurt
Cobain's latest
efforts, that is to
say, they're
dead. Not Ihat
this is bad, but
they just don 'I
have Ihe kick of
Tom Petty and
the Heart
Breakers' original presentations. Not to say
ole' Tom has a
beautiful
singing voice,
but when some
greasy kid steps
up to the mic in
his plaid shirt, I
expect him to at
least make an
effort.
And where
are the other
"Listen To Her Heart" and "Stop Draggin' My
classics like "I Need To Know," "Don't Do
Heart Around." Boih show talent and soul like
Me Like Thai" and "Runnin' Down A
anything that's rock 'n' roll should.
Dream"? How can this be a tribute if some of
"Even The Losers" keeps a lillie bit of pride Petty's mosl important and beloved 'York is
with Nectarine's take, and Engine Kid does a
missing? I can understand why some of his
plausible cover of "Breakdown." It's all right.
recenl stuff was left off with a '94 copyright
It grows on you each time you hear it.
.
date on the jacket, but come on! No "Refuge"?
Some songs, like "Here Comes My Girl"
. Why was nothing past 1986 covered?
done by Throneberry, start off good but slowIn retrospect a better cover album could
ly lose their edge. Unfortunately, the other half have been done by heavy metal & punk artists
of the recording heads straight into darkness,
or other contemporary rock bands. This com. free fallin' into the non-creativeness of grunge
pilation is all right for now, but hopefully we
slop.
will see a better production in the near future.
The namesake of the disc "You Got Lucky"
If you are a Tom Petty fan this collection is
was possibly the most memorable Tom Petty
tolerable, and if you are a grunge fan it may be
song & video of the MTV generation;howevsomething big. If you are neither, this CD isn't
er, even though the cover by Edsel starts off
worth the plastic it's imprinted on and I'll
with a similar sense of haunting as the original
stand by that. "Hey baby,'there ain't no easy
did, both it and "Don't Come Around Here No
way out/Hey I, will stand my ground/And I
More" from Fig Dish fall amazingly flat. Both
won't back down/No, I won't back down."
monotonous tragedies sound as if they were
Give it a listen. I don't think I'll have a
recorded in a laundromat by the same group of change of heart, but you can still change your
monotone homeless people. The only way I
mind.
by Mark David Holladay
Online Editor

..Arts g; Entertainment Editor

llllQ.\Ml.

You Got lucky Babe
that I warned vou
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• KENNY NEAL at Blue's Bouquet. Hot, hot blues. $5
cover. Ages 21 and over. 1010 Main. 345-6605.

bytaura Delgado·
Arts 8< Entertainment Editor
Make it on The Calendar by submitting your stuff to
.
Laura at The Arbiter, 1910 University Dr., Boise, ID 83725;
fax (208) 385-3198. Submit no later than one week prior to
the event. Please inc;lude date, time, location, cost and phone
number.

• HOLIDAY PARADE in Downtown Boise, Noon.
• ANNESSA ASHCROFT AND MEUSSA WATERS in
BSU's Morrison Center Recital Hall. Student recital featuring
violin and viola. 4 p.rn. Free, 385-3980.
• BSU VOCAL JAZZ ENSEMBLE in Jordan Ballroom in
BSU's SUB. 7:30 p.rn, $5 general, $3 seniors, free to BSU stu-

pretty' pictures ...

...make for an

inteiestin, tale...
• FIDDLER ON THE ROOF family musical at Knock
'Em Dead Theater through Nov. 18 on Thursday, Friday and
Saturday. Show begins at 8 p.m. $24.50 includes dinner on
Friday and Saturday at 6:30 p.m. $14.50 for musical only.
Tickets available through Sdect-A-Seal. Show only tickets
must he purchased at the door. New location at Sth Street
Marketpl'Ke. 3:", S. 'Jlh.
• All WILI>ERNESSl play in I3SU's Special Event Ct·nler.
Nov. 16-11' al I' p.m. and Nov. ]') at 2 p.m. 1'I\'duL'Cdhy BStJ
Department of Theatre Arts. 56.50 general ;lnd 54.50 seniolS
and sludents, Free tickets availahle thnlligh Selcel·A-Seat for
BSU full-lime fanllt)", slalTand students. 3R5-3'JSO.
• 1I0LlDA Y comedy play presented hy Boise Actor's
Guild. Nov. 16-IS. S p.m. 56 adults and 55 ,for scniors and stndents. Boise Alano Cluh. 3820 Cassia. 323-8431.
• SULTRY SENSATIONS un BSU's Morrison Center
Swge II. Presenled by Idaho Dance Theatrc.Nov. 17-llt 8 p.m.
$7-$16. Tickets availahle through Select-A-Seal. 331-<J5Q2,

.
,
now 1ts

...but,
time to jam.

'!~~ii~!;

Baltuck will hold 11 workshop foreuuc<itors aIldinterested persons from}:30tClq:30p.m.
Pre-registralion required. A family
perfor aQCeWil! be h£ldtonight 7-8 p.m. 715 S. eapitolBIVd.

ll1

384rl?QO·

.

.....<

.J~.ENNY ROGERSON al TheFunnYBo~e;8
p.m. $6.
Ag¢~fl and over. 8th Sired Marketplace; 331-DONE.
~(:QLLEGE NITE at Dre¥Olwalker. Bring college I.D. for
discJJIl~)OI5
W. Mai~.345~4196.
.
• SrEY~~AJ+U~Dat
Shorty·s. Ladies' Night. 9 p.m.
No cover f6iladie~. S2cdver for men.' Ages 21 and over. 5467

p.m.

Saturday 18th

and the pretty,

and Sunday. 385-1223.

Drearnwalker, Rave Music After Hours Party midnight-4 a.rn,
:for 18 and overonly. $4 cover. 1015 W. Main. 345-4196.
_.Sf EVE WALL BAND at Shorty's through Nov. 19.9
$3 cover. Ages 21 and over. 5467 Glenwood. 323-0555.
• MEL SpWMON
AND BOYD SMALL at Blue's
'Bouquet through Nov. 18. $5 cover. Ages 21 and over. 1010
. Maln, 345-6605.
'
• THE ~OCCI JOHNSON BAND at Hannah's. Hannah's
17th Anniversary celebration.fi p.m-close. Ages 21 andover ..

over. 6th and Mai~. 345-2505.

• SEASON'S SPLENDOR homemade creations bazaar.
Items include bird houses, dried flora Is, decorations, candies
and cookies. Nov. 18,9 a.m.-4 p.rn. Nov. 19, noon-4 p.rn. 1734
Melody St. (Off Boise Ave. and Law)

. area on the second floor.
• BEASI'IES on display at Flying M Espresso & Fine
Crafts through Nov. 30. 500 W. Idaho. 345-4320.
• HOLLY MARGARET SOWLES' art on display in
BSU's Student Union Gallery. Nov. 19-January 5. 6 a.ru-rnidnight, Monday through Friday, and 7 a.m.-midnight Saturday

19

621 Main. 345.755'1.
.
• SOUND OF LO at Grairiey's Basement through Nov. 18.
9:45 p.rn. Ages 2( and over. 107 S..6th. 345-2955.
- •.RAMBLERs at Tom Grainey's.9:30 p.rn, Ages 21 and

Life, is bazaar ...

• KREG OWENS ceramic exhibit in BSU's Student Union
Gallery through Nov. 17.6 a.m-midnlght Monday through
Friday and, 7 a.m.-midnight Saturday and Sunday. 385-1223.
• FALL 1995 SENIOR SHOW in Gallery I in the Liberal
Arts Building and Gallery II in the Campus School Building at
BSU. Nov. 17-Dec. 7. 9 a.m.-6:30 p.rn. Monday-Friday and
noon-S p.rn, weekends. 385-1230.
• VARDIS FISHER exhibition at BSU's Albertson's
Library through Thanksgiving. In the special collections display

FUEL

dents, faculty and staff. 385-3980.
• .cASEY CORUM at Flying M Espresso & Fine Crafts. 810:30 p.rn, No cover. All ages. 5th and Idaho. 345-4320.
• BOISE PHILHARMONIC
at BSU. Pre-concert lecture
in Morrison Center Recital Hall. 7 p.m. Concert in Morrison
Center Main Hall. 8: 15 p.m. For ticket information, call 344- ".'
• SOUL PURPOSE at Grainey's Basement. 9:45 p.rn. Ages
21 and over. 107 S. 6th. 345-2955 .
• REBECCA SCOTT & VICKI STAGE at Tom
Grainey's. 9:30 p.m, Ages 21 and over. 6th and Main. 3452505.

·Thursday 16th
• JASON GRONER AND SHAWN SMITH in BSU's
Morrison Center Recital Hall. Student recital featuring trombone and trumpet. 7:30 p.m, Free. 3~5-3980.
• ENDLESS WINTER ski movie in BSU's Morrison
Center Main Hall. Sponsored by Bogus Basin Ski Club and XFM 100.3. 7:30 p.m. $8. Tickets available through Select-ASeal.
• KENNY ROGERSON al The Funny. Bone. 8 p.m. $6..
cover or get in free by wearing a Funny Bone T-shirt. Ages 21
and over. Sth Street Marketplace. 331-BONE.
• STEVE WALL llAND at Shorty's. () 1'.111. No cover.
Ages 21 and IlVer. 5·1(;7 Glenwood. 323·0555.
• HonCHIE COOCIIIE :\1EN at Bluc's Bouquel. No
cover. Agcs 21 and ovcr. 10 I0 Main. 345·(;1i05.
• LOCAL UNDERGROllND al Graincy's B.JWl1lcnl.9:45
p.m. Ages:!1 and ovel. 107 S.hll!. 345-2955.
• RlmECCA SCO'IT & VICKI STAGE al Tl1m
Graincy's. Q:30 p.m. Agc's 21 and over. hlh am] t\Llill..,-152505.

Friday 17th
• DEllRA TIIOMPSON in BSU's t\lorrison Ccnter Recital
lIall. Piann musil'. 7:30 p.m. Free. 385-3()8ll.
• BSU UNPLUGGED in BSU's SUB. Fl',lluring Peggy
Jordan Tril). Jazz. Spllnsored by SI'B. 7:30 p.m. Free. All ages.
385-3655.
• BSU WOMEN'S INTRA,l\fUR;\L FL<\G FOOTBALL
BENEFIT with the Raw &. Rehearsed at Dreamwalker.
Acoustic night with Jeremy Salas and Levi at 1':30 p.l11.Raflle
with prizes. $~ cover. All ages. Rave Music After Hours Party
midnight-4 am. for 18-and-over crowd only. $4 cover. 1015 W.
Main. 345-4196.
• IDAHO TORNADOES at Flying 1'.1 Espresso &. Fine
Crafts. 1'-10:30 p.m. No cover. All ages. 5th and Idaho. 345~320.
• KENNY ROGERSON at The Funny Bone Ihrough Nov.
19.8 p.l11.and 10:15 p.m. $7. Ages 21 and over. 8th Street
Marketplace. 331-BONE.
• NATIONAL LAMPOON'S VACATION lilm in BSU's
Special Events Center. Sponsored by SPB. 11 p.m. $2 general.
$1 BS~ students, faculty and stafr. 385-3655 .
• RAVE MUSIC AFrER HOURS PARTY at

7849 .
• TRlllAL NITE AND RAVE MUSIC AFTER HOURS
PARTY at Dreamwalker. Tribal Night for all ages. After Hours
Party midnight-5 a.rn. for 18 andover only with $4 cover. 1015
W. Main. 345-4196.
• 1l0USE OF 1101 POLLOI at Tom Grainey's. 9:30 p.rn.
Ages 21 and over. 6th and Main. 345-2505.

Sunda

19th

.

• l\1ARCELLU~OWN
in BSU's Morrison Center
Recilal Hall. Faculty Artists Series featuring trumpet. 3 p.m. $5
general, $3 seniors and free to BSU students. faculty and staff.
385-3980.
• KENNY ROGERSON at The Funny Bone. Employees
ofhars andrestaurants receive free admission with proofof
"'.
employment (check stub or I.D. badge). 8 p.m. $S,Ah'Cs2Iand
over. 81h Street Marketplace. 331-130NE.
• CIIESSFEST at Drcamwalkcr.
1015 W. Main. 345-4196.
• TOO SLIM at Blucs Bouquet. $3 cover. Ages 21 and
over. lOW Main. 3-15-hlI05.
• TilE CLUTCH at TOI11 Grainey·s. L):-,O r.m. Ages 21 nnd
oV,o;r.6th and Main. 345-25U5.

Monday 20th
• PLANES, TRAINS ANI) AUTOl\IOBlLES
film in
BSU's Special Events Cenler: Sponsored hy SPB. 7 p.m. $2
general. $1 BStJ siudents. faculty and stall. 31'5-3655.
• POETRY NITE at Dreal11\\alker. 1015 W. Main. 345-

..;.

4196.
• FAT .JOliN & TilE TIIREE SLIMS al Tom Grainey's.
lJ:30 p.m. Ages 21 and over. 6th and Main. 345-2505.
• BOX TilE WALLS at B1ue's Bouquel. No cover. Ages
21 and over. 1010 Main. 345-6605.

Tuesday 21st

• NICK DYSON in BSU's Morrison Center Recital Hall. .:i'
SllIdent recital fealllring trumpe!. 7:30 p.m. Free. 385-3980.
• TilE FANTASnCKS
in BSU's Morrison Center Main
Hall. Presented by IJA Productions. 8 p.m. $20. Tickets available through Select-A-Seat.
• OPEN-MIC NIGID' at The Funny Bone. 8 p.m. Call for
details. 8th Street Marketplace. 331-BONE.
• REDSI'ONE at Shorty's. 9 p.m. No cover. Ages 21 and
over. 5467 Glenwood. 323-0555.
• JA.\I NIGHT at B1uc's Bouquet. No cover. Ages 21 and ..:.J '
over. 1010 Main. 345-6605.
• FAT JOHN & THE THREE SLIMS at Tom Grainey's.
9:30 p.m. Ages 21 and over. 6th alid Main. 3~5-2505.

,."
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Vocal Jazz Ensemble to perform Nov. 18
by Teresa Colebrook
Stoff Writer .'

, '

The BSU Vocal Jazz Ensemble
will present a public performance on .'
Saturday, Nov. 18, at 7:30 p.m. in the
~UB Jordan Ballroom.
The ensemble is a 16-member student choir that specializes in performing standard American jazz. They are
accompanied by piano, bass and
drums. They earned a superior rating
at last year's Lionel Hampton Jazz
Festival in Moscow and have recently
been invited to represent Idaho at the
Gratz International Jazz Festival in
Gratz, Austria, in June 1996.
The group will present music by
Miles Davis, Dave Brubeck,
Thelonius Monk, George Shearing,
Carmen McRae, Sting and others.
One particularly engaging number
'-\viII be avery fast-paced song tilled
"Chili con Carne," which extols the
virtues of eating hot and spicy food.
Another piece will feature the
piano talents of Andy Nevala. Nevala
is a senior in the BSU Music
Department and a student of Chuck
Smith and department chairman
James Cook.
The BSU Vocal Jazz Ensemble is
under the direction of Jim Jirak, who
joined the music department faculty in
1994. Jirak brings considerable experience with the vocal jazz idiom to the
university. He conducted the 1994
Illinois All-State Honors Jazz Choir,
""'and his choirs have shared the stage
with Natalie Cole, Judy Collins, Gene
Puerling and The New York Voices.
He is an experienced studio singer
and a published vocal jazz arranger.
Admission to the performance is
$5 general, $3 for seniors and free to
-aSU students, faculty and staff. For
more information, call 385-3980.

1995-96 BSU Vocal Jazz Ensemble directed by Jim Jirak
(Left to Right) First Row: Laura Fee, Jennifer Mckee, Jodi Sali, Robert Hill Second Row: Andy
Nevala, Sarah Griffith, David Sievers, Stephanie Smith Third Row: Dan Costello, Teresa Colebrook,
Jim Graves Fourth Row: Joe Bauer, Trisha Ramirez, Ted Amburn, Melodie Carlson

Audience raves over Paley
He involved the Special Events Center audience, sometimes by smiling directly at audience
Stoff Writer
members and by bowing graciously after each
A hush fell over the audience as a short man
piece. Paley received two long standing ovations
clad in a tuxedo walked to the center of the
which were followed by two encores, the
stage. The grand piano's polished surface
"Champagne Waltz" by Rubinstein and Rirnskygleamed in the spotlight as the pianist sat down
Korsakov's "Flight of the Bumblebee," arranged
at the bench.
for piano solo by Sergei Rachmaninoff.
He closed his eyes, stretched out his arms and
Paley's 33 years of experience as a musician
~ flexed his fingers, then rested them gently on the
have clearly paid off. His control of the piano
keyboard. He began playing and the room filled
and quality of sound was astounding. Each
with beautiful music as the listeners settled back '
chord was crystal clear and every nuance could
in euphoric delight.
easily be heard. The fluidity and speed with
Alexander Paley's piano concert on Oct. 28
which he played, combined ~ith his graceful
was a huge success. The audience of about 200
manner, were unprecedented.
was entertained by Paley's playing and animated
The performance included the music of only
delivery of each piece. The epitome of expresRussian composers like Rubinstein,
sion, this artist really became involved with his
Rachmaninoff, Tchaikovsky and Shostakovich.
music. His facial features and body language
Refreshments were served during the intermis\1 mimicked the composition played, and offered
sion, and the concert lasted about an hour and 45
both audio and visual entertainment during each
minutes. Participants raved about Paley's perforperformance.
mance and appreciated his unique style.

by Matt Stanley

,{
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PHYSICAL
THERAPY
IN TIlE

t!
~ Discover
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rewarding future that puts
you tn touch with your skills.
Today's Air Force offers ongoing
opportunities
for professional
development
with great pay and
benefits, normal working hours.
complete medical and dental care,
and 30 days vacation with pay per
year. Learn how to qualify as an
Air Force physical therapist. Call

USAF HEALTII PROFESSIONS
TOLL FREE

1-800-423-USAF
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Men's basketball coach Rod Jensen has
.invited the BSUstudent body to attend
Wed~esday practices in the Pavillion. Just .
.bring your ID and join the team from 1 p.m.
to 3:30 p.m. every week. Be involved in the
making of a championship team.

Broncos stampede Bobcats ..
by David Nelson
Sports Writer
Just a little over a
month ago, their record
stood at 2-3.
With playoff hopes
still alive, the Broncos
have reversed the curse
of an early season disaster.
"One of the hardest
things in the world to do
is to turn a football team
in mid season," Boise
State University head
football coach Pokey
Allen said after the
Broncos defeated
Montana

trnrvcrsny

State
3:5-7 last

Saturday afternoon.
The victory over the
Bobcats is the Broncos'
fifth straight win and
moved them into second
place in the Big Sky
Conference. The win
streak comes after a
Wide receiver Ryan Ikebeleops
three-game losing slide.
"We were 2-3, and it
seemed like a bad memory," Allen said. "It's a tribute to these guys that
they turned it around. You can't find many teams
that can win five straight games after losing three in
a row."
The Broncos, who are playing with a must-win
attitude, fumbled away the opening kickoff. The
Bobcats took over at the BSU 37. Immediately the
Bronco defense was called to the rescue. After giving up 44 points last week to Eastern Washington,
the BSU defenders faced an early challenge against
MSU.
The Bobcats clawed their way to the BSU 16 and
on fourth and inches, MSU running back Matt
Engelking was swarmed by Bronco defenders. The
tackling trio of Travis Thompson, Keith WalkGreen, and Brian Smith not only stuffed the
Bobcats' opening drive, but set the physical and
emotional tone of play for the rest of the game.
"We make the big plays when we have to," Smith
said. "That's what our defense is all about, making
big plays. Our defensive line came out to play."
The Bronco pass rush broke into the Bobcat
backfield, sacking MSU quarterback Rob Compson
five times, and forced two fumbles. Weakened by
the flu, BSU's defense held the Bobcats to just 202
yards in total offense.
.
" Chris Wing and Thompson have been sick all
week," Allen said. "It was a tribute to their tough-

for on early touchdown in ·the game against Montano State. The Broncos won 35-7.
ness to even play."
BSU's consistent play on defense held MSU
scoreless in the second half. The Bobcats scored
their only touchdown with 12:28 left in the second
quarter.
"We're confident against any group of running
backs and receivers," said Rashid Gayle, who was
one of the Bronco seniors playing in their final
game at Bronco Stadium. "It doesn't matter. We
think we can handle anybody. We feel that we can
rise to the occasion. We respect all, (but) we fear
none."
BSU's offense produced fear-like numbers on the
ground and in the air. The Broncos netted 161 yards
rushing from a balanced combination of Karlin
Adams, Del Graven, and Tony Hilde, who also
passed for 263 yards and two touchdowns.
"We played a very workman-like game," Allen
said. "Nobody made a lot of mistakes. If we protect
Hilde and he's got time (to throw) we're hard to
stop on offense."
With a tough non-conference game on the road
next Saturday against the University of Idaho, the
Broncos take their 7·3 record into Moscow in the
regular season finale. BSU still has one more game
to play against the Vandals before they know if
they will suit up for post-season play.
"They're just another team that is in the way of
our goals," Smith said. "They're just another step-

ping stone that we have
to get over to get to the
championship."
The Boise State- U of
I has been a classic Big
Sky showdown. Last season the Broncos won the
conference title by
defeating the Vandals
27-24 to break a 12-year
losing streak. This year's
version of the annual
...:
battle is still the most
important game of the
season for the Broncos.
"It's a playoff game
for us," BSU receiver
Ryan Ikebe said. "We
need to win this one to
make the playoffs. If we
don't come ready to
play, they'll beat US."
The Broncos'
improved play is building confidence, especially after winning five
games in a row;
,"We're far from
reaching our peak,"
Smith said. "That's the
good thing about this
team. We're raising our
level of play."

BSU linebacker Roy Garcia causes MSU quarterback Rob
Compson to fumble in the first holf.
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Two Broncos qualify for nationals
the District (71), was the Big Sky.charnpion'with 30 ,
points. Colorado wonthe District (66) with BYUearning
th
probable at-large berth (87)~ ShouldB'r'U be awarded
'MEN:
the NcAA spot, BSU's Uribe will earn his second conEric Mack of Air Force ran through the first mile in
sccutive trip to the 'nationals by being th'e third non-team
4:32, five seconds ahead the field,and gradually' ,
individual. (The final decision will be made by. the ,.'
increased his lead to almost 20 seconds by the half-way
NCAA
committee after press-time.)
point. In his contrail was a strong pack consisting of
WOMEN:
defending champion Adam Goucher of Colorado, BSU's
The women's race followed the pre-meet conventiontriple-threat of Jose Uribe, Josh Danielson, and Cormac
al wisdom with two glaring exceptions: BYU shocked
Smith, and the swarming blue uniforms of BYU and
national rankings leader Colorado with a 24-31 victory,
Northern Arizona. Farther back, BSU's John Mackay, the
and Boise State's Niamh Bierne finished 12th over-all to
Bronco's fifth runner all season and considered the key
earn the second individual position andthe trip to Ames ..
figure in the learn's hope for success, was runnin~ even
Defending District champion Janeth Caizalitin of BYU
with Thomas Shanahan, who earned All-District team
led all finishers in 16:54. Bierne's 17:37 not only qualihonors on this
fied her for the NCAA meet, but brought her home ahead
course last year for
of all Big Sky rivals. Bierne becomes the first female
Ihe Broncos.
individual conference champion in BSU history.
At the finish, the
Winning the Big Sky was very nice, but honestly, I
irrepressible
had set my sights on doing well in the District race, "
Goucher reeled in
Bierne said later, "I just sort of let the conference take
Mack, his former
care of itself."
high school teamExcellence always aims high.
mate, for the victory
Some excellence was taking place behind Bierne, too.
in 29:34. Uribe (9th,
BSU frosh Judy Barreto and sophomre Sherrie Donovan
30:35), Danielson
, challenged junior teammate Brenda Funk late in the race.
(I'Ith, 30:40), and
Funk responded and the three moved up several places,
Smith (121h, 30:45)
Funk (36th) edging Barreto (37th) and Donovan (38th)
held on grimly
all finishing in 18:22. Hampered by pre-season injuries,
against their higher
Ann Patten's season has been one of steady but slow
altitude-trained
improvement. Here, however, she made a bigjump forrivals to earn AIlward, running 18:50-a season best by 20 seconds to put
District and AIIher in the Bronco's top five for the first time. Bethany
Conference honors.
Carlson placed 63rd (19:01) and first-year runner Debbie
Mackay ran perhaps
Danner was 70th for the Broncos.
his best cross-country race ever (39th, 31 :58), with
BSU placed 6th in the District with 180 points and 3rd
Shanahan (52nd, 32:20), and freshmen Andy Stauffer
(l03rd, 34:26), and Greg Davis (112th, 35:40) adding fine in the Big Sky with 83 behind champion Montana State
(40) and Weber State (55). Montana State was a solid
finishes for BSU. The Broncos totaled 123 points for 5th
third in the District race to claim the probable at-large
in the District, and an adjusted 57 for runner-up honors in
berth.
the Big Sky race. Northern Arizona, a surprising 2nd in
nod over challangers Boise State" Wyoming, Air Force,
and Montana State ..

by Brian, Gaus
Sports Writer
Quintessential competitor's creed: "If I cannot win,
let whomever beats me break the record."
.
Nowhere was this old adage more adhered to than in
the collective efforts of the Boise State men's and
....women's cross-country teams at last Saturday's Big
SkylNCAA District 7 championship meet.
On a slightly
windy but otherwise
beautiful day at the
Rose Park golf
course in Salt Lake
City, Utah, the
Broncos qualified
one individual from
each squad for next
Monday's NCAA
national championship at Ames,
Iowa and aquitted
themselves well in
':>
all team battles.
In the District
race, the top two
teams and top three
individuals not associated with those
teams earn tickets to Ames. The Big Sky results were separated from the over-all race results.
Colorado and Brigham Young led the favorite's list for
both the District 7 men's lOkm. (6.2 miles) and women's
5km. (3.1 miles) races, with the competitive depth of the
district almost certainly assuring one at-large (extra)
NCAA team berth being awarded to the third-place team
in each race. Montana State's women, through a mixture
of talent, hard work and creative red-shirting put them, y selves as a solid bet, but the men's position was a premeet grab-bag, with Northern Arizona getting the slight

I

Men's tenniswins region VII championships
by Darren Elledge
Sports Writer

~16.

....

Albin Polonyi and Erncsto Diaz both will be representing Boise State University and Region VII in the
National Indoor Championships in Dallas, Texas
February 8-12 at the University of Texas in Arlington.
Polonyi defeated fifth seeded Christian Svensson (Utah)
then teamed up with doubles partner Ernesto Diaz to
defeat the second seeded Juino/Griers (Fresno State) 62,1-6,6-3.
The tournament was held November 1-5 at the
Sheraton EI Conquistador Resort in Tuscon, Arizona.
Three conferences (Big Sky, Western Athletic
Conference, and schools in New Mexico and Nevada in
the Big West) competed in the Region VII tournament.
Fifty doubles teams and 103 singles players competed
in Tuscon to qualify for the National Indoors. It was '
five grueling days of tennis as Coach Greg Patton spent
twelve hours a day for five straight days on the court
from 8 a.m, to 8 p.m.

Day One
The tournament began on Wednesday with all twelve
Broncos advancing to the second round in singles play,
and seven of those advancing to the third round. In the
doubles matches the Broncos swept through the first
round going six for six.

Day Two

"The

team couldn't

find the court," exclaimed Coach

Patton as Polonyi was the only singles player to advance
in the championship rounds. Second seeded Ernesto
. Diaz was upset in the fourth round losing to Blago
Petrov (Fresno State) 6-3,6-4. Diaz siad he didn't have
his best stuff in singles play the entire tournament and
Petrov played a very good match The doubles teams
also didn't fair as well as three of the six teams were
also knocked out of the championship rounds. Coach
Patton said, "That night our team had a meeting in the
hotel to discuss the team's expeclations, and the team
showed why we are a nationally ranked team."

Day Three
"We totally turned around and rose form the dead,"
stated Coach Patton. The Broncos won 13 of their 15
matches with Polonyi advancing to singles semifinals
and the teams of Polonyi and Diaz and Ryan Thompson
advancing to the doubles quarterfinals.

Day Four
Polonyi began the day 'with a 7-5, 6~2 victory in the
semifinals over Filip Palasz to advance to the finals. In
the doubles competition PolonyilDiaz defeated
Guitierrez/Fernandez (New Mexico) 6-3, 4-6, 6-1 to
advance to the finals against Ryan Juinio and Fredrick
Giers (Fresno State) who defeated Broncos Strom and
Thompson 5-7, 6-2,6-2.

Day Five
Singles championship began at 9 a.m, as Polonyi
went up against Svensson. Polonyi's three set victory
was a great test to his strong mental game. Polonyi said

"It took me a while to get into a groove, but I played

better and better as the match went on." The final
match of the tournament was the "Wonder Twins" Diaz
and Polonyi winning the doubles tournamet with a three
set victory. Diaz said, "In the first set we played very
well, but in the second set they broke our service twice
and we couldn't come back from the deficit. The third
set again they broke serve and we knew we had to do
something, We had a meeting in the middle of the
court, got some confindence, and got some inspiration
from each other." Inspired they were. Polonyi and
Diaz won the next five games and went
win the
final set 6-4 to become Region VII Double s
Champions.
Coach Patton was very proud of the entire team for
coming back after the terrible day two. Patton was very
happy for Polonyi because" he has someone else to
hang out besides coach," said Patton.
Boise State also has a chance for the team title. With
three teams in a tie (BSU, Fresno Stale, and New
Mexico), a Region VII hearing is up to see which team
will represent Region VII in the National Indoor Team
Tournament at Louisville in January.
Next up for the Men's Tennis leam is conditioning
for the next month and "time to give the rackets some
rest," said Patton. In January the Broncos will pick up
their rackets and begin training for the spring season.
The first home match for the Broncos will be January'
20; they will host the University of Idaho Vandals.
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'Classifieds
travel. Seasonal & fulltime positions. No experience necessary. For
info. call 1-206-6340468 ext C59031

funployment

-:':

Nov 4 - vehicle burglary, Bronco
Stadium parking lot; consumption of alcohol, east side of Student Union Building
Nov 7 _·two incidents of grand theft,
both in the Education Building
Nov 8 - two incidents of theft, both in
the History Department
Nov 9 - vehicle burglary, Pavilion parking lot
Nov 10 - grand theft, Driscoll Hall computer lab

Delivery and
warehouse work-

tion. 1-800-862-1982,
ex. 33.

INTERNATIONAL
EMPLOYMENT-

MUST BE 18
m,OlD,

$15.00 if you donate alone
'+$5.00 if}'OO show college /.D.(1st visit)
+$10.OOIperperson if you recruit
someone and they donate

SHOW
PIlOOFOF
CUlRENT

ADDRESS

.-...--_.------.----.--.-.-_.$3~~

WITH
PHOTO 1.0,

American Biomedical
1021 Broadway
Boisc,.ldaho

338-0613

·1
I
1

HOURS: Tuesday·Saturday

Housing
For Sale. Mobile
home. Already in trailer park, behind
Ultimate Electronics
(between Milwaukee
and Maple Grove).
Asking $7,000 abo.
Leave message at 3225821.

CRUISE SHIPS
HIRING -Earn up to

9·6
•

Financial Aid
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTSI Over $6 Billion
in private sector grants
& scholarships is now
available. All students
are eligible. Let us
help. For more info.
call: 1-~00-263-6495 ext.
F59031
~.

GRANTS AND SCHOLARSHIPS ARE
AVAILABLE.
Billions of dollars
in grants. Qualify
immediately.
1-800243-2435 (1-800AID-2-HELP) .

Merchandise

Earn up to $25$45/hour teaching
basic conversational
English in Japan,
Taiwan, or S. Korea. No
teaching background
or Asian languages
required. For info. call:
(206) 632-1146 ext.
J59032.

30.00

YOU could earn
on your first donation

Getting Married?
Minister available to
officiate. 343-8597.

...l

Money for College
or Vocational
ers. Male/female,
School simply could
full- time/ part- time.
not be easier. You
Lots of lifting. Stop by
sign fully prepared
Commercial Home
(laser printed)
Furnishings (145 S.
stuff
Orchard) and fill out an award letters,
application. Bring copy into fully prepared
envelopes
(stamps
of driving record.
included)
and mail.
Free recorded
mes*EARN EXTRA
sage gives details.
INCOME* Earn $200- 1-800-684,..8253, Ext.
$500 weekly mailing
7453.
travel brochures. For
information Send a
Fast Fundraiser!
self-addressed stamped
Raise $500.00 in 5 days.
envelope to: Inc-L. P.O. Greeks, groups, clubs,
Box 1354, Miami, FL
motivated individuals.
33160-1354.
Fast, easy, no obliga-

r------------------ - ---~~~----~-,

Services

#'-

.....

FOR SALE. 386 SX.
Modem, printer, mouse
included. Windows 3.1,
DOS6.22, games already
on drive. Great for
word processing or
spreadsheets. $550. Call
375-5377 between 10:00
pm and midnight or
between 10:00 am and
1:00 pm.

$2,000+/month. World
!L Help
us
save
lives
~
-~--_--~-_---_----J ,Let us help you find a roomate, sell a car, or find your soul mate. TheArbiter ad section is available for your use. -Student rates: First
________________________

.....

.:

'411.

25 words are free. Each additional word is 25 cents•• Non-StudentjBusiness rates: 50 cents per word.: General Information: All ads I
must be received and paid for by 5p.m. Friday,prior to Wednesdayj edition. CallRheff for further information.
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